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WHY CHOOSE SEPICN LED TUBE?
I will let you decide which tube is the best product, I will guarantee you will choose
our tube even though you can't see the name , please check the testing Report. We
don't just warranty the life span but we also warranty the efficiency of our lights
over the years.
Even though some tubes are marked UL or ETL with DLC, only our tubes match UL
standards, as others produce the tubes different from the one they send to UL for
approval ( cheated UL ), we are willing to test our lights at any lab to show you
that our lights match UL and DLC standards.
1- Wiring, one even using DC wiring and the other AC very thin high gage wire
( 5-10 cents cheaper )
2- PCB board , please note the width and the weights of the board ( 30-40 cents
cheaper )
3- Heat sink Thickness we use 0.81mm per UL standard the others 0.5 to 0.6 ( 25-35
cents cheaper )
4- Our heat sink is 90% pure aluminum, others are 50 to 60 % mix (30-40cents
cheaper )
5- Our driver Double insulated, the other drivers are single insulated and the other
is not. also we use the best components available . (20-40 cents Cheaper )
6- LED chip , we USE genuine E- star Directly from the main factory ( not a license
factory ) I understand it will be hard for you to define the others but I can assure you
they are using cheap LED chip ( 50-75 cents cheaper )
You can find all LED lights testing report from our website.
As you see there are so many ways to have cheaper tubes , but the facts are to do
that we will need to compromise UL standard which will put your customer at risk.
we are more than capable of producing whatever anyone else doing , and in fact we
can make more money doing that, but even though it seem we are the only one left
that believe in high quality products and not following the price war that is
dominating the market at this time, we feel believe we are doing what will be
standing in the long term.
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